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features: - 3d model of the road with details down to the decimetre (potholes, lane dividers, road signs, etc.) - real-time vehicle
sensor data - 3d elevation model - openstreetmaps compatible - extensive view range - speed limit (optional) - easily switch
between views - 3d (as well as standard) map data from the tomtom platform - free lifetime updates - inbuilt navigation aid

(guidance, caution, speed limit) - waze integration tomtomhas also announced the launch of its atmos map for the apple watch,
which allows you to have access to navigation, voice guidance, indoor routing, waypoints, points of interest and live tracking on

your wrist. dan is a senior software engineer at gpscentral.com and has been a user of the tomtom mobile app since its launch. he
has been testing the tomtom apps in the windows store for the past couple of months. this is dave; i also want to add the same
gps providers have also found their way into the data side of things. i think companies like tomtom have access to speed limit

data, posted speed limit data. speed might be predictive if you can determine speed relative to the posted speed limit that may
be even more predictive. i think there are a lot of players out there who can have a hand in this ecosystem as it relates to data or
devices or the implementation of the telematics insurance based product. dave is a senior software engineer at gpscentral.com

and has been a user of the tomtom mobile app since its launch. he has been testing the tomtom apps in the windows store for the
past couple of months.
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